Presenting your Poster

Who Presents?  First (Presenting) Author
What is Presented?  Poster Mounted on board. Content includes,
Title, authors, affiliation, abstract, methods,
results, conclusions/discussions
When?  During the assigned times (emailed after deadline)
Where is it presented?  On your assigned board (emailed after deadline)
How do I hang it?  Push pins

Making your Poster:

Do Make:
- Text and Figures/Tables readable from greater than five feet.
- The poster self-explanatory without oral explanation.
- Include objective/hypothesis and concise experimental details.
- Tables and figures to include a clear result/conclusion.

Do Not:
- Use excessive text or figures.
- Overcrowd the surface space provided.

Poster Board Size: 2014

8 Feet

4 Feet

This size listed is the actual size of the board, your poster can be smaller than the poster board measurements.